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Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. InspectAPedia tolerates no conflicts of interest. We have
no relationship with advertisers, products, or services discussed at this website. Carson Dunlop
Associates' sketch at page top shows where the electrical inspection starts at a residential
property. This article series discusses procedures for safe and effective visual inspection of
residential electrical systems including electrical panels and other components, when the
inspection is conducted by trained building inspection professionals, home inspectors,
electrical inspectors, and electricians. Our photo illustrates an unstable and improper passage
of electrical service wiring over the roof of a private home. In this case the house was being
used to support electrical wiring that was in turn bringing power to a separate home located
nearby. A study by the author showed that very common sources of water leaks into and
damaging electrical panels include frayed SEC, leaks at the top of the meter, and leaks at the
building wall where the SEC passes from the bottom of a meter pan into the building electrical
panel. Do not rely on the ampacity printed on the main fuse or breaker, though that information
is important. Examine the following:. Tom You'll want to take a look at the SEC wire cable sizing
tables above on this page, and you'll need to specify one more detail: the panel ampacity or
service ampacity of the home. You need a bigger wire for A or A than for a A service. Do you
need to cap an electric. Coduit pipe inside an attic ceiling that goes down to a service box? By
private email: SH asked: I'm helping a friend out in a attic and noticed that he had thhn 2 awg
feeder cables to a amp subpanel that ran across his attic. The cables are not in conduit. I know
generally, thhn should always be in conduit. Does the same rules apply to feeder cables of that
size? My friend thinks it should be okay since the home was built in so it must have passed
inspections. Single conductors specified in Table The installation should not exceed the
temperature ratings of the terminations and equipment. Josh There may indeed be safety
problems with your electrical panel but I cannot reliably assess them from your brief e-text.
Main feed amp wire from meter to main panel. Grounds or neutral wires aluminum looking.. A
few of the smaller wires are frayed n broken. What issues come with that. Compare tha be size
of the service entry main cable with the amps rating of the main dis connect breakers or fuses.
Jim If I understand correctly we have a 60 Amp service entry cable feeding an electrical panel
that has a A main switch. Indeed that's improper. If all of the circuits in the panel below the main
draw more than 60A the service entry cable is overloaded, could overheat, and could be a fire
risk; We often see this problem when someone adds a higher capacity electrical panel called
"heavying-up" by some of my friends without making sure that the incoming service entry cable
wiring has been updated as well. Under-fusing is "safe" but inconvenient. Over-fusing is
dangerous. You are describing over-fusing. I power cleaned a drain and felt mild electrocution
in my hands. I further discovered the ground from the outlet in the home had current. I flipped
the main breaker and ground still has current as does the panel box itself. The city has an old
wiring system where neutral is ran back through the power line. However city line is aluminum
half as thick. Try the search box just below, or if you prefer, post a question or comment in the
Comments box below and we will respond promptly. Note: appearance of your Comment below
may be delayed: if your comment contains an image, web link, or text that looks to the software
as if it might be a web link, your posting will appear after it has been approved by a moderator.
Apologies for the delay. Just ask us! Typical Electrical Service Ampacity vs. Search the
InspectApedia website. Comment Form is loading comments Jim Simmons: Personal
communication, J. Photographs contributed to this website by Jim P. Simmons, Licensed
Electrician, Mr. Simmons, Licensed Master Electrician, Mr. He provided basis for this article
penned by DJ Friedman. Jess Aronstein, consulting engineer, Poughkeepsie NY, protune aol.

Paul, Minnesota Tel: Email: info carsondunlop. Carson Dunlop Associates' provides extensive
home inspection education and report writing material. The text is intended as a reference guide
to help building owners operate and maintain their home effectively. Field inspection
worksheets are included at the back of the volume. Service Entry Cable Sizes. Electrical
Academia. Power enters the drop through the Service Entrance. The service entrance includes
the Electric Meter that measures the amount of energy delivered to the home and the Service
Panel that houses the circuit breakers or fuses. The service panel also distributes power to the
various circuits in the house. An overhead power connection from the utility lines to the service
entrance is called the Service Drop. The service drop illustrated in Figure 1 has two V lines and
a neutral conductor. The three lines may be independent conductors or housed in a three
conductor cable called a triplex cable As shown in the figure. Figure 1: A service Drop. The
three conductors comprising the service drop consist of two hotlines and one neutral. Each
hotline as a potential of V to the neutral line. Between the two hotlines , there is a difference of
potential V. This concept is illustrated in Figure 2. Figure 2: Service Drop Voltages. There are
two types of overhead service drops, mast, and clevis. A mast service drop is illustrated in
Figure 3. The term Mast refers to the conduit and weather head that extend upward from the
roof. The service drop is attached to the mast at the mast knob. Figure 3: Mast-type Service
Drop. The conduct Tails or drip loops serve two purposes. Firstly, they provide slack that
reduces any mechanical stresses on the power lines. This is referred to as strain relief. Second,
they prevent any water due to rain from traveling along the lines into the service drop conduit. A
clevis service drop has fasteners that secure the power lines or triplex cable to the side of the
residence, as shown in Figure 4. The term Clevis refers to the connectors that fasten the
conductors to the building. Note that the weather head and conduit are secured to the side of
the residence below the roof line. This distinguishes the clevis service drop from the mast
service drop. Figure 4: Clevis-Type Service Drop. An underground service connection, or
Service Lateral, is illustrated in Figure 5. The primary power lines pass through the conduit to
the pad transformer input. The secondary power lines connect the transformer output to the
electrical service meter. Figure 5: A service lateral. Transformers are devices that are used to
raise or lower a voltage level. As stated earlier, the service meter measures the amount of
energy that is used by the customer. Two electrical services meters are shown in Figure 6 , one
providing an analog display rotary dials and the other providing digital display. The electrical
service measures energy in Kilowatt-hours kWh. A kilowatt-hour is the amount of energy used
in one hour, found as:. The dials on the meter in Figure 6a are read from left to right. The
weights of the dials from left to right are ,,,10, and 1. The values indicated by each dial equals
the reading times its weight the value printed above the dial. For example, the value indicated
by the meter in Figure 6a is found as:. Note that the dials on the analog meter rotate in
alternating directions. There is an important point to be made at this time. Any repairs required
in the service drop or service meter are made by the utility with no charge to the customer. This
meter in Figure 6a is an electromechanical meter, while the one shown in Figure 6b is an
electronic meter. The electronic meter is essentially a series-parallel circuit that converts the
incoming current and voltage to a signal that indicated the amount of energy used. Every
residential service entrance must provide a means of disconnecting the electrical power feed in
case of an emergency. In some cases, the Main Disconnect switch or breaker is an Externally
Operated EXO Switch that is inserted between the service meter and the electrical panel. An
EXO switch is shown in Figure 7. In other cases, one or more circuit breakers are housed in the
electrical panel that provides the required main disconnect capability. Figure 7: An externally
operated EXO main disconnect. Regardless of the type of the main disconnect used, the breaker
s must be in series with both hotlines. The main disconnect must cut power interrupt current to
all circuits. This can be accomplished only if it is connected in series with them. The final
element in the service entrance is the service panel. As stated earlier, the service panel
performs two important functions: 1. It houses the overload protection components circuit
breakers in most cases, and fuses in older panels 2. It serves as the connection point between
the main Feeder and Branch Circuits. A typical residential service panel is illustrated in Figure
8. The power and neutral lines enter the service panel in Figure 8 through the conduit that is
secured to the panel. The two hot lines black and red are connected to the Main Breaker, a
double pole, double throw DPDT switch that serves the main disconnect for the service
entrance. As in the case with the main disconnect, the main breaker is in series with both
hotlines. The neutral conductor white is connected to the Neutral Bar or ground bar , which is
the common connection point for all the neutral, or return, lines in the residence. You can think
of this as a common ground. When the main breaker is closed, it connects the feeder
conductors to two metal structures called Power Buses , with the black wire being connected to
the V connections and mounting structures for the remaining circuit breakers. The power buses

are configured so that adjacent circuit breakers are connected to alternating buses. For
example , in Figure 8 , the top circuit breaker is connected to Bus A, then next to Bus B, and so
on. This arrangement serves two purposes:. By alternating power buses, the loads residential
branch circuits are balanced between the two service inputs. That is, nearly equal number of
circuits draw power from the black power line and red power line. A V connection can be made
using breakers that are connected to adjacent V bus connections. For example, a V connection
is formed by the top two breakers in Figure 8. Figure 8: Typical Residential Service Panel. A
continuous low-resistance ground path is a part of any residential electrical system. This
ground path ensures that the voltage levels in a residential wiring system are stable and that the
overload protection elements are as effective as possible. A grounding circuit is illustrated in
Figure 9. The incoming neutral line is connected to the neutral bus. The neutral bus, In turn, is
connected directly to earth ground using one of two methods:. The ground conductor leads
from the neutral bar to the water pipes or gas pipes. If neither of the connections in 1 will work,
a ground conductor is run from the neutral bar to a Ground Rod outside of the residence. Figure
9: A Grounding Circuit. The ground conductor in Figure 9 leads from the neutral bar to a ground
clamp on the water pipe. Because the water pipes go underground the grounding conductor
establishes a connection between earth ground and the neutral bar in the service panel. When
the neutral wire in a branch circuit terminates at the neutral bar, it becomes the ground
conductor for that circuit. To have a continuous ground path, steps must be taken to make sure
that nothing breaks inte
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rrupts that path. Consequently, a connection must be made around in parallel with anything
that breaks the ground path. For example, the water meter in Figure 10 breaks the electrical
continuity in the water pipe. To ensure that the water pipe provides a continuous ground path, a
conductor is connected between the water pipes on either side of the meter. This provides a
ground connection that bypasses goes around the meter. It should be noted that gas pipes can
be used to provide the required grounding connections. In this case, it is the gas meter that will
require a bypass conductor like the one shown in Figure When water or gas pipes cannot be
used to provide the required ground connection, a conductor is connected between the neutral
bar in the service panel and a grounding rod outside the residence as shown in Figure Figure
Grounding Rod Connection. Want create site? Find Free WordPress Themes and plugins. Did
you find apk for android? You can find new Free Android Games and apps.

